Available white on white only

VANDAL PROOF WET LOCATION FIXTURE COMPONENTS

These components consist of a square or round housing and lens set, injection molded in Polycarbonate. The lens contains an integral gasket which prevents dust, moisture, and insects from penetrating the fixture housing. The lens is fastened to the housing with screw down points for a positive fastening feature. If the OEM utilizes approved lamps, ballast and associated electrical components, a wet location luminare can be realized.

The reflector plate for both square and round has layouts for PL and Circline lamps. The plate is stamped from precoated white steel.

The fixture housing has drill points for conduit knockouts and has standoffs to allow air handling underneath the fixture housing to allow for cooling behind the fixture.

The lenses are available in white and clear prismatic polycarbonate, and the housings are available in white polycarbonate. Custom colors for housings can be quoted upon request.